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There are various generalizations of Hopf s brilliant theorem, which may be

stated, as newly formulated by Alexandroff all the homotopy classes of the

mappings of a compact Hausdorff space X with άimX^-n into an n sphere Sn

are in a (1-1) -correspondence with the elements of the ^-dimensional Cech

cohomology group Hn(X) with integer coefficients.

The object of the present work is to build up a generalization of Hopf s

theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space with άimX^n and let Y be a

connected absolute neighbourhood. retract satisfying πr(Y)~0 for each r<n.

Making use of Hu's bridge operation introduced recently, addition can be defined

in the homotopy classes of mappings of X into Y, so that the set of all the

homotopy classes forms a group £>Λ(X). It is also shown that this group

is isomorphic to the n-th Cech cohomology group Hn{X, πn(Y)) of X with

coefficient group πn{Y)

1. Let A be an ^-dimensional finite geometric complex, whose r-skelton,

for r^n, is usually designated by Λr, and let Y be an arcwise connected

topological space with πr(Y)=Q for each r<n. The set Ω of all the mappings

of X into Y are seperated by the homotopy concept into the mutually disjoint

homotopy classes, each of which contains at least one normal mapping / such

that f(Xn~ί)=yo< a fixed point of F. Throughout the present paper mappings

are assumed to be normal.

2. The simplest case where the n-th homotopy group πn(Y) (n>l) of Y

has a finite base, each element of which is free.

Let us denote a base of πn(Y) by {al9 . . . , <*λ} and denote a normal mapping

by f:(A, An'1)^(Y9 y0). Then we have a characteristic cocycle cn{f)
x

= Σ ( / , of)σ? such that (/, a?) -^Σrijaj, where nj is an integer. Considering a

complex P Λ = SfVS£V . . . VS£ constructed by joining w-dimensional spheres
S? (ί = l . . . λ) at a point •*, we define a mapping h: (Pn

9 *)-*(Y9 yQ) such
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that h I Sf (for each i = l , . . . , λ) represents ai&πn(Y9 y0). A mapping ψ/: (A,

An~s)-*(Pn, *) can be also defined in such a way that φ/ maps an ^-simplex

o1} onto S? (.7=1, . . . , I) with degree Πj (in notation: Φ/(σin)~'ΣrijS") It

is easily seen that A ^/: (A, An'1) ^{Y9 y0) is homotopic to /.

LEMMA 1. Let us consider two normal mappings /, g: (A, Λn"1)->(F, 3>o).

Then f is homotopic to g if and only if φ/ is homotopic to φg.

Proof. It is evident that f*^g if Φf*-φg. Thus it is sufficient to prove that

when f^g, we have Φ/^φg. It is well known that if f^g9 cn(f) is cohomologous

t o c»{g), w h e r e c « ( / ) = Σ ( / , * ? ) * ? = Σ ( Σ n y t f ; ) < , a n d c Λ ( * Σ

λ λ

= Σ ( Σ ^ / ^ ) ^ f 5 so that there exists an (# —l)-cochain c/w~1 Σ ( Σ

whose coboundary is equal to cn (f) - cn (g). From the definition of the mappings φ/,

Φs we have, c*(0/) = Σ(<^/, d?) fff = Σ ( Σ n yS?)<J?, and c ^ ) = Σ ( Σ ^ S ; ) ^

Putting ^ - J = Σ(Σ5iiS^)<7«-J, we have δdn'1 = cn(φ/)-cn(φg)9 so that 0 / ^ .

Thus the proof of Lemma has been established.
in,

3. The case where πn(Y) is a cyclic group {a} of order m. Again, let / be

a normal mapping, then we have a characteristic cocycle cn(f)=*Σ(nac)σf9

where r, (m>n^Q) is an integer. Defining a mapping /ί: (Sn

9 *)-*{Y,y0) such

that h represents the generator, oc, and constructing a mapping φ/: (A, An~ι)

-»(SW, *) in such a way that φ/ maps <χ?, onto S*1 with degree n (in notation:

Φf{σ«)=9iSn)9 we have/^A ^/. Let us denote by O ί l M = P + 1 U S Λ , where .g*"'1

is attached to Sn by a mapping : 3En}'1-^Sn of degree w. Then a mapping h

can be extended to a mapping 7*: (QΛ+I, *)-*(Y, yo)

LEMMA 2. Fo/ tzvo mappings /, ̂ : (A, A*""1)-*^, ^ 0 ) 9 / «s homotopic to g

if and only if φ/ is homotopic to φg in Qn+1.

Proof In virtue of an extended mapping h, it is clear that if φ/^φg in Qn*ι

9

f is homotopic to g. Next, we shall prove the converse statement. Since / is-

homotopic tog, we have δdn'ί = cn(f) -cn(g), where dn~ι = Σ ^ α ) ^ "J a n d

is an integer. Putting dn'ι^^{siSn)an.-\ we have lrfΛ

-cn(φg)(a^)+pmSn, where p is an integer. As pmSn represents zero element

of τ:n(Qn+1), we have ddn~ι = cn(φf) -cn{ψg). Therefore Lemma 2 has been proved.

4. The most general case where πn(Y) has a countable infinite base. As

the consequence of the direct combination of two lemmas referred to above,

we have the following Theorem.
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THEOREM 1. For two mappings f, g : (A, An~ι)~*(Y, >Ό), / is homotopic to g

if and only if ψ/^ψg in Rn+\ where i?*+1= (S?VS?V . . . VS? . . . )V(©Γ !

5. Definition of Addition

LEMMA 3. Let us consider two cell complexes β ? + l = K + 1 U S ? , and ©?+l

= £?+ 1US?, where E? (f=l, 2) *s attached to S? όy α mapping dE7^ -» S?

<?/ degree nn. Then the product complex φ?+1xζ/?+1 c<z?ι &£ deformed into

S'fySζ, removing from Q?+1xQz*1 four points contained in cells of dimensions

not less than 2n.

Also we can prove a more general case

LEMMA 4. Let Rn+i be a complex referred to in 4. The product complex

Rn+1xRn+i can be deformed into &n\l &n by removing discrete points involved in

cells of dimensions not less than 2n, where $n = S"\/S%V . .

Proof. The proof of Lemmas 3, 4 can be easily verified and so is ommited.

N o w , f o r t w o m a p p i n g s oc9 β : ( A , A n ~ ι ) ~ > ( R n + \ p ) , a x β : ( A , A n ~ ι ) - >

(Rn+ιxRn+1, pxp) is defined such that axβ{x) = (a(x), £(#)). Then we have

LEMMA 5. {Existence of normalizing homoiopy.) There exists a normalization

f:{A, An-*)-*{$n\l$\ pxp) of axβ, such that axβ is homotopic to f rel.

(axβ)~ι(3n\/£n), where ?t>l is assumed.

Proof. Let us denote by a one of the simplexes of dimensions not less than

2n, which contains one of the removed points mentioned in Lemma 4 as its

inner point and does not intersect with βn\r&n. Then it is easily verified that

there exists a mapping h : (A, An"1)-^{Rn+ιxRn+1

> pxp) such that h(A)CRn+ί

x/?" + 1 -Σ^ί and axβ^hrel(axβ)-1(R»+ixRn+i-'Σ<Ji). As £n\l'&n is a

deformation retract of /?n+1xΛΛ+I--]>>,•, we h a v e ^ί J " D ^rel.{axβ)- ι {r5 n \l& n ) 9

where ft (l^feO) is a retracting deformation. Thus we have a desired

normalization/= A * : (A, An'ι)^{SnMS?\ pxp).

Let us define a mapping Ω : {$nM3n, pxp)~*(S7\ P) in such a way that
Ω(x9 p) =ΛΓ for (x, p)&,$nxp and Ω(p, x') =χf for (p, x')^pxSn. Then we have
the following Lemma.

LEMMA 6. If a, β, a', β' : {A, An~i)^{Rn+\ p) with κ*a' and with β~»β',

and if f and f are normalization of axβ and a'xβ' respectively, then Ωf~~Ωf,

where n>2 is assumed.

Proof. From the assumptions it is evident that f^ax β^-a'xβ'^f. Thus

there exists a mapping F : (AxI, An-1xl)-^{Rn+1xRn+1, pxp) such that F(xfi)

=f{x) for x&A and F{x, l )=/(x) for x&A. Moreover we have F-J(/SWV/5W)
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D( A x 0)\J{A x 1\ It follows from Lemma 5 that if n>2, there exists a normalization

G: (AxI, An-lxl)->{0t\]&n

> pxp) of F such that F^G rel. F~*{&nV&n)m

Thus we have G(x, 0) =/(#) and G(*) =/'(*). That i2G is a homotopy between

Ωf and £/', gives the complete proof of Lemma.

THEOREM 2. Let A be a finite geometric complex tvith dim A^n. For two

normal mappings f, g : (A, An~ι)-»(Y, y0) we have, as was referred to in 2, 3,4,

mappings ψf, ψg : (A, Aw-J)-»(#«+I, p). Then the homotopy classes {/} of f

form an abelian group &n(A) with the law of composition {/} + {£> = {/*##},

zvhere a is an arbitrary normalization of ψ/Xφδ and h : (Rn+\ p)-*(Y9 y0) is a

mapping as used in 2, 3, 4.

Proof From Lemma 5 there exists a normalization ac of ψ/xψg, if n>\.

If f~*f and g-^g', we have φ/~~ψf> and ψg~~Ψg> from Theorem 1. Thus, if a and

a' are normalizations of ψ/Xψs and ψ/xφg, respectively, we have hΩct~~hΩa'

from Lemma 6 in case n>2. This proves the uniqueness of the law of composition.

It is easily verified that with respect to this composition the homotopy classes

form an abelian group,

6. Some preliminary remarks of Hu's results. Hereafter we shall assume

that X is a compact Hausdroff space with άvraXύn and Yis a connected A.N.R.

(and hence arcwise connected). Here we make some preliminary preparations

on Hu's bridge operation, which will be used in the present work, Let / : X-*Y

be a given mapping and oc a covering of X Let A* be a geometric nerve of a

covering a. A mapping ξζ : A*-*Y is called a bridge mapping for /, if ξζψ* is

homotopic with / for each canonical mapping ψ* : X-*A* of the covering a.

If such a bridge mapping ξζ exists, ac is said to be a bridge for the mapping /.

Hu has proved the following theorems on bridge operation,

i) Bridge Refinement Theorem. For a given mapping / : X-* Y, any

refinement β of a bridge a is also a bridge.

ii) Bridge Existence Theorem. Every mapping/: X-+Y has a bridge cc.

iii) Bridge Homotopy Theorem. If or, β be .two bridges for a given mapping

f: X-*Y9 and if ξf:Aα-*Y, ξζ:A$-*Y be bridge mappings; then there exists

a common refinement γ of α and β such that ξζpΎα and ξζpr? are homotopic,

where pΐα : Ax-*Aα, px?i : A-{-+A$ are arbitrary simplicial projections.

7. Main Results. Now we assume that Y is a connected A.N.R. with rr,( Y) ~0

for each i<n. We shall define a law of composition in the set of the homotopy

classes of the mapping / : X-> K For two mappings /, g: X-> Y there exists a

common bridge γ for them in virtue of i), ii). Let ξζ, ξί> be bridge mappings

for /, g respectively such that ff(i4τ' l) = Sτ(Aτ""1)=^o. From Theorem 2
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we have a representative ξ(+s : ΛT->Y of the class {£{} + {£?}• Then we have

THEOREM 3. The homotopy classes {/} off: X-*Y form an abelian group

with the law of comosition {f} + {g} = {<fr$(+g} where <pr : X-*Ay is an arbitrary

canonical mapping.

Proof, It can be shown that this definition of composition does not depend

on the choice of the bridge r, bridge mappings ξ{, ξg, representative mappings

/, g, and the canonical mapping ψr. First, the independency of the choice of

the bridge γ is shown as follows. Let 7' be another common bridge for / and

g, and let ξl,, ξ*,9 be bridge mappings for /, g respectively. In virtue of bridge

homotopy theorem iii) there exists a common refinement d of γ and γ' such

that ξζpδr^ξ&δv and £?Λ>f—ffίδτ'? where pδΎ: Aδ-*Ar, pδv: Aδ-*AV are

arbitrary simplical projections. It has already been proved in Theorem 2 that

Moreover it is easily verified that {ξίpδr} + {ξ§pδr} = {ξ{+8pδr} and {ξf

vpδ^}

+ {ξ$,Pδr}=-{ξ{r+spδv} Thus we have ξζ+δpβχ^ξ{,+gpsv> This proves that

H+sPδ τ(Pδ~~ξ{'+8pδΎ'ψδ where φs : X-*Aδ is an arbitrary canonical mapping. As

pδrψδ - X~*Ar and pevψδ X~*Af are canonical mappings, the independency of

the choice of γ has been established. As the bridges for homotopic mappings

may be the same from their definition, the rule of this composition does not

depend on the choice of representative mappings. Because all the canonical

mappings f τ : X-*AX are homotopic, the independency of the choice of <pr is

also proved. Thus it is easily verified that this rule of composition may be

considered to define a group operation in the set of all the homotopy classes

{/} of f:X-*Y.

As was referred in the introduction of this paper, we have the following

Main Theorem.

MAIN THEOREM 4. The group $n(X) is isomorphic to the n-th Cech cohomology

group Hn{X, πn(Y)) of X with coefficient group πn(Y).

Proof. Let a be a bridge for / : X-» Y and let ξζ : Aα-» Y be a bridge

mapping for / such that ?{(X'w"I)=3;o, then we have a characteristic cocycle

£"(?{) =Σ(ς{> σPσ? o f t h e w " t h cohomology group Hn(AΛ9 πn(Y)) of a nerve

Aa of a. Correspond to the homotopy class {/} of/ the element {cn\ξζ)} of

the n-th Cech cohomology group Hn{X, πn(Y)) which is represented by the

cocycle cn{ξ{t). This correspondence / does not depend on the choice of a

bridge a and of a representative / of {/}. Let us prove this. For another

bridge β for another representative g of {/}, we have a common refinement γ

of a and β such that ξζp-a is homotopic to ξfpΊ$ where p-a : Ar-*Aa p^ : AT->A*
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be arbitrary simplicial projections, and ξζ:Aa-»Y and ξf: A$-*Y be normal

bridge mappings for / and g respectively. Then it is easily seen that cn(ξζpya)

=pfac
n(ςζ) and cn(ty>^)=p^cn(zf), wherep*a and*, denote the homomorphisms

of cocycles induced by simplicial projections par and £ τ β and that cn{ξζp*x)

is cohomologous to cn{ξfpyp) in virtue of the first homotopy theorem of Eilenberg.

It follows that cn(φ and cn(ξl) represent the same element of IPiX, πn(Y)).

Moreover it can be shown that this correspondenceΛ : ^n(X)-^Hn(X9 πn(Y)) is

the desired isomorphism. This completes the proof.
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